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Tartan is the unmistakeable design characteristic
of Scottish woollen kilts with its perpendicular
criss cross pattern generating ever changing
geometric motifs. The Tartan suspension lamp
has a blown glass diffuser made using the
technique of mouth blowing into a mould with a
design engraved in it, enriching it with lines and
folds echoing the weave of Scottish cloth and a
graphic play of light and shadow. The acid
etching technique used on the surface of the
glass also produces a sensation of material
softness which brings fabric to mind. Materially

rich with an attractive personality, Tartan diffuses
a warm, suffused light into the environment
filtered with mattglass and also ensures good
direct lighting in a downwards direction.



Tartan, suspension
technical info

Description
Suspension lamp providing diffused and
downward light. The etched glass diffuser,
mouth-blowned in a a mold with special
engravings, reminds the plot of the Scottish
fabric and generates a graphic play of light
and shadow.

Materials Blown acid-etched glass with
reliefs

Colors white

Brightness light
diffused and direct down light

Weight
net kg: 4,70
gross kg: 7,40

Packaging
vol. m3: 0,011
n. boxes: 2

Bulbs
halogen 1x150W E27

LED retrofit/FLUO 1x25W E27

Certifications

Energy Class

Model

2D/3D drawings
photometric info
assembly instructions
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Tartan, suspension
designer+collection

Ludovica+Roberto Palomba

Ludovica+Roberto Palomba, architects, work and
live in Milan. They founded Palomba Serafini
Associati in 1994. They received numerous
international awards such as Compasso D’Oro, Elle
Decoration International Design Award, Red Dot,
Design Plus, Good Design Award, German Design
Award. Ludovica+Roberto Palomba plan
architectures and design exhibitions worldwide.
They work and are art director for some of the most
established brands.

Watch the video Tartan

Go to concept site for Tartan
www.foscarini.com/tartan

suspension
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